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DIY Action Wobbler Springs

What you will need to make these fun 3D attachments for your
embellishments:
Strips of scrap card
*Double sided adhesive tape the match the
width of your card scraps
2.5cm/1” circular punch
Pencil or other round slender object to form
the springs
Floristry wire
Cutter for wire
Dense foam pad
Pokey tool
* Or you could completely cover a sheet of card with a sheet of double sided
adhesive.
Cover one side of your card strips with the double
sided tape & then punch out as many circles using the
punch as the scrap of card allows.
Using the dense foam pad & pokey tool push a hole
through each of
the cut circles,
these need to
be between the edge & the centre of the circle,
& not as you would assume actually in the centre
itself.
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Now you need to wrap your wire around the pencil to form the
springs, bearing in mind you want the spring to compress in order
to fit into an envelope I recommend that you only wrap the wire
four times around the pencil & then trim it off.
One coil at each end will be used in the construction leaving you
three remaining coils for the bounce affect.
Now carefully peel back half
of the carrier paper from the
adhesive side & feed one end
of the spring through the hole
you made earlier, you may find
it easier with the help of
some tweezers to pull it
through to the adhesive side.
When one full coil is through
to the adhesive side align this
in the centre of the circle,
trying to touch the adhesive as little as possible, again tweezers
may help here.
Flatten the coil against the adhesive & cover again
with the carrier paper & press firmly. Repeat to
attach the other end of the spring to another circle.
The circles can
easily be trimmed
to fit smaller
embellishments, but you may need to add more
adhesive to their sticky surfaces to fix them
securely.
You can easily make larger & smaller versions of
the wobblers depending on your requirements.

